TRUE SEX CONFESSIONS
...there's something I've got to tell you!
a factual series format created by Media Ranch
A FACTUAL SERIES FORMAT CREATED BY MEDIA RANCH

It feels good to confess! True Sex Confessions (TSC), is a factual,
episodic series that encourages us to share our deepest, sexiest
and most exciting trysts and romantic entanglements. This is a
must-see series for an intelligent audience that wants to get in
touch with their own fantasies by witnessing people divulge their
sexy pasts via testimonials and sensual, tasteful and exciting
reenactments. Sex up your life with True Sex Confessions!

The show is alluring to viewers who

are curious about sex, relationships,
PRODUCTION BIBLE
sexual adventures, and storytelling.

TSC is akin to girlfriends sharing secrets at an intimate dinner party,
or men that kiss and tell while hanging with their bros. Along with
engaging testimonial, the highlights are re-created in a titillating,
sensual style that emulates dreamlike erotica. It’s fun, sexy and
romantic – and involves eager and happy consenting adults.

The

classy

tone

treats

sexual

subjects in the same vein as Sex and
the City, and is ideal for adults 18-45;
women, men, co-viewing, straight
or LGBTQ. This is entertaining TV
at its best: sexy, fun, intimate, and
exciting.

“THERE’S SOMETHING I’VE GOT TO TELL YOU!...”
There’s that moment when you realize that you’ve just experienced something amazing: a sexual encounter for the ages.
It’s the moment that will mark you forever. It could be funny, romantic, rewarding, and – hopefully - the very best kind –
incredibly sexy. Perhaps it’s the first time you tried something. Or, maybe you pushed yourself to the limit. It could even
be the time that it all went embarrassingly to hell. But all those moments share one key element: They really happened,
and you can’t wait to tell someone. When you do share, you create a bond with the people around you. The audience is
like a group of friends that have gathered to hear you spill your secrets; grateful for having been let into your world. That
moment – when it all comes out – is filled with elation, excitement and titillation. Sure, your friends may laugh. They may
even blush. Best of all, they may be inspired to create a sexy secret moment of their own. True Sex Confessions is fun,
entertaining and universal. And, the endings are always... happy!

STRUCTURE

KEY SALES POINTS

Three (3) participants are interviewed per episode
in a candid, honest and boldly straight-to-thecamera way. Their narratives are of different
length and importance, divided as A, B and C
stories. Intercutting between the three stories, the
A STORY acts as the spine of the show and has 4
acts, building tension throughout:

- The series caters to a wide audience. Every adult has a sex story
that may be funny, sexy, adventurous or romantic.
- The show can be adapted to be more male-centric, straight, gay
or for co-viewing. The raunchiness factor can go up, or down, as
can the nudity and type of story that is revealed, depending on the
desires and needs of the broadcaster.

BASIC
FORMAT
- The series can be
edited
into STRUCTURE
30 or 60 minute episodes, or as
short
3-15
minute
‘fillers’
to
meet
various national and international
1) Introduction/Set up: We meet the participant
Three participants are interviewed in a candid, honest and boldly straight-to-the-camera way.
broadcaster
requirements.
Their narratives are of different length and importance, divided as A, B and C stories.
and she is interviewed. As she details her sexual

escapade, cutaways to a high-quality sensual reeThe content
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orand
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nactment, bring her story to life.
-
The sensual re-enactments allow the audience to experience
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2) Intrigue: How will the participant go through
the interviewee’s
confession.
Seductive
characters
recreate
1 - Introduction/Set
up: We meet the
participant and
she is interviewed.
As she
details her
sexual escapade, cutaways to a high-quality sensual reenactment, bring her story to life.
with her experience and have her wishes fulfilled?
the key stories in an exciting way that emulates all great sexual
dream-like
arousing.
tone is: “Iand
can’t
believe
2 – Intrigue:memories:
How will the
participant and
go through
with The
her experience
have
her wishes
3) Obstacle: What almost derails the experience?
fulfilled?
that happened!”... But it did happen, and the audience can now
4) Climax and resolution: The participant overcorelive
true
moment
with the interviewee.
3 – Obstacle:
Whatthe
almost
derails
the experience?
mes the obstacle, engages in a pleasurable sexual
- The three-interview structure (with the recreation) keeps costs low.
experience and learns something about herself.4 – Climax and resolution: The participant overcomes the obstacle, engages in a pleasurable
sexual experience
and learns
something about
herself.
- The casting
of interviewees
(and
their stories) can be easily adapted
The B STORY and C STORY are woven throughout
to
local
audience
tastes
and
interests
with editing
respect
to specific
The B STORY and C STORY are woven throughout and
(** note
details
later in this
to balance the humor, dramatic tension and theme
document), to
balanceand
the religious
humour, dramatic
tension and theme of the episode.
cultural
frameworks.
of the episode.
- There
are many
multiplatform
possibilities,
including
robust
online
The following
production
bible provides
an in-depth
look into the
specifics that
make
this format
distinct and opportunities
unique.
and digital media content (including gaming).

...RE-ENACTED THE WAY
THE INTERVIEWEE'S
EXPERIENCED IT,
THE STORIES ARE
UNFORGETTABLE AND
ALWAYS TRUE...
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